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Here we review concepts related to an ensemble

description of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). The

ensemble is characterized by both inactive and active

states, whose equilibrium populations and exchange rates

depend sensitively on ligand, environment, and allosteric

factors. This review focuses on the adenosine A2 receptor

(A2AR), a prototypical class A GPCR. 19F Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (NMR) studies show that apo A2AR is char-

acterized by a broad ensemble of conformers, spanning

inactive to active states, and resembling states defined

earlier for rhodopsin. In keeping with ideas associated with

a conformational selection mechanism, addition of agonist

serves to allosterically restrict the overall degrees of

freedom at the G protein binding interface and bias both

states and functional dynamics to facilitate G protein

binding and subsequent activation. While the ligand does

not necessarily ‘‘induce’’ activation, it does bias sampling

of states, increase the cooperativity of the activation

process and thus, the lifetimes of functional activation

intermediates, while restricting conformational dynamics

to that needed for activation.
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GPCRs and activation: An overview

G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) also known as seven
transmembrane receptors, are responsible for signal transduc-
tion and cell homeostasis in eukaryotes. GPCRs are generally
activatedbybindingofanexternal ligandcalledanagonist. This
triggers a conformational change in theGPCRenabling it tobind
andactivatecytosolicproteins.WhileGPCRsmaybindanumber
of partners, the heterotrimeric G protein is a cognate cytosolic
protein which when bound by the GPCR, is activated through
exchange of GDP with GTP. This results in dissociation of the G
protein into an a-subunit and a bg-subunit which in turn
activate additional downstream partners.

We now know from many spectroscopic studies that this
idea of a ligand triggering a global switch is oversimplified.
GPCRs are notoriously dynamic and generally adopt a wide
rangeof conformers that canbegrouped intodistinct functional
states.A recent 19FNMRstudyshowed that aprototypical family
A GPCR called the adenosine A2A receptor indeed consisted of a
family (ensemble)of statesconsistingofboth inactiveandactive
forms in equilibrium. Addition of agonist was shown to favor
(stabilize) active states. While less obvious, the ligand also
serves to establish key restraints which subsequently bias
protein dynamics and in this case, enable both binding and
activation of the G protein. These ideas tie into well-known
principles of protein-ligand interactions and activation –
namely allostery and the balance between induced-fit and
conformational selection. This is discussed in detail in the
following paper using the GPCR, A2AR as an example.

Introduction to GPCRs

There are over 800 GPCRs in humans, constituting 4% of the
encoded genome [1]. While GPCRs share a similar topology,
consisting of 7-transmembrane helices in a somewhat recog-
nizable arrangement, their extensive sequence diversity and
structural features permit amyriad of signalling processes to be
controlled. This includes vision (via the assistance of a retinal
cofactor), taste, smell, mood, and autonomic response,
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inflammation, cell growth, and homeostasis [2–8]. All of these
processes begin with an extracellular input in the form of a
photon or ion, organic molecule, peptide, or even protein,
which initiates conformational and dynamic changes in the
receptor, enabling it to interact with specific cytosolic proteins
(most commonly, the alpha subunit of the heterotrimeric G
protein), thereby initiating a cytosolic signaling response.

Nearly 40% of all small molecule pharmacophores target
GPCRs, and their success likely relates to the fact that the
majority of GPCRs reside in the plasma membrane and are
thus more readily accessible to exogenously added
drugs [9–29]. With the advent of high-resolution crystal
structures of rhodopsin and other class A GPCRs [30–33], in
addition to representative structures from other members of
the GPCR superfamily [4], we are now poised to revisit GPCR
drug design in combination with docking studies. Recent
crystal structures represent important functional endpoints of
the activation process and will be key in new docking
initiatives. However, this two-state perspective ignores the
underlying complex conformational ensemble which better

characterizes GPCRs under more
native conditions. Recent spec-
troscopic studies including
NMR [34–43], EPR [44], fluores-
cence [45–48], and BRET [49]
have succeeded in elaborating
on this complex conformational
landscape while providing new
insights into the dynamic facets
of GPCRs. This creates new
paradigms relating to mecha-
nisms of activation of GPCRs
and opportunities for medicinal
intervention. This review will
highlight some of these concepts
and in particular, the notion of
conformational selection and
the ensemble, as it relates to
GPCR function.

The adenosine A2A

receptor is a
prototypical
rhodopsin family
GPCR

The rhodopsin family of GPCRs,
also referred to as family A
GPCRs, represent roughly 85%

of the GPCR superfamily and much can be gleaned with
regard to activation mechanisms and molecular under-
pinnings of pharmacology from an examination of represen-
tative structures of this family. The adenosine receptor is one
such prototypical family A GPCR, consisting of four subtypes
(A1, A2A, A2B, and A3) whose role is primarily to regulate
cAMP accumulation in a wide variety of tissues [50–52]. For
example, the A1 and A2A receptors regulate oxygen
consumption and coronary artery blood flow, while the
A2A receptor (A2AR) serves a key anti-inflammatory role.

While A2AR signals through its cognate stimulatory G
protein, Gs, it is known to signal through a wide variety of
other pathways [53]. As illustrated by its sequence and
topology map in Fig. 1, human A2AR possesses an uncharac-
teristically long 122 residue C-terminal domain, which consists
of key recognition motifs for other GPCRs, including the
D2-dopamine receptor and the metabotropic glutamate
receptor-5, in addition to several other accessory proteins
responsible for localizing A2AR to the actin cytoskeleton,
engaging neurotrophin receptors, or facilitating endocyto-
sis [53]. Notably, a small number of residues in the C-terminal
domain of A2AR are also believed to be phosphorylated during
b-arrestin mediated receptor desensitization. Furthermore,
the C-terminal domain of A2AR is not palmitoylated, leading
some to speculate that without the lipid anchor, the C-
terminus would be conspicuously dynamic and, therefore,
capable of binding to the above partner proteins in the
appropriate environments [53].

Figure 1. Topology of human A2AR, illustrating V229C and A289C
labeling sites used in 19F NMR studies, key conserved residues
associated with the activation process (i.e. the DRY motif and the
ionic lock, the hydrophobic cluster, NPXXY, and the rotameric toggle
switch) in addition to recognition motifs on the C-terminal domain
which are known to play a role in stabilizing interactions with ARNO/
cytohesin, a-actinin, ubiquitin-specific protase-4, b-arrestin, and the
dopamine D2 receptor).
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A2AR has significant therapeutic importance as a drug
target. Well-known A1 and A2A antagonists, such as caffeine
and theophylline act as stimulants while both antagonists
and agonists have been tested for their use in treating
asthma, tachycardia, inflammation, neuronal function, and
Parkinson’s disease [53–55]. Moreover, the recent flurry of
high-resolution structures of A2AR, co-crystallized in the
presence of antagonist [56], inverse agonist [57], agonist [58,
59], and agonist plus a modified version of the alpha
subunit of the stimulatory G-protein [60], suggest that
docking and subsequent experimental trials of lead
compounds may yield new even more subtype-selective
ligands with desired therapeutic benefits in given
diseases [55].

Key conserved motifs in class A
receptors play a role in either fold
stability or receptor activation

Thanks largely to recent innovations in crystallizing GPCRs
and their fusion constructs, X-ray crystallography has brought
about an unprecedented molecular perspective of the
activation process. In addition, based on sequence homology
and structural commonalities, we can now identify key motifs
associated with both fold stability and activation in class A
GPCRs [2, 6, 61–64]. These motifs which are illustrated in
Figs 1 and 2A for the inactive X-ray crystal structure of A2AR,
include:

(1) The ionic lock. Many subfamilies of class A receptors
possess a well-known salt bridge, referred to as the ionic
lock, between R3.50,� and E6.30 [64, 65–67]. This motif is
known to stabilize inactive conformers of rhodopsin [30]
and other receptors. Curiously, crystal structures of the
turkey b1-adrenergic receptor in the presence of various
antagonists revealed two classes of inactive state
structures of the receptor which were distinguished by
the presence or absence of an ionic lock [68]. This
prompted others to propose that in solution the inactive
state of many receptors such as the b2-adrenoreceptor and
A2AR may be characterized by conformers in which the
ionic lock rapidly exchanged between an intact and
disrupted form and that the details of the equilibrium and
exchange rates were a result of the ligand in the
orthosteric pocket [37, 69]. Moreover, upon activation of
the b2-adrenoreceptor, R3.50 has been shown to adopt a
stabilizing interaction with Y391 in the Gs protein,
implying that the ionic lock serves a role as a micro-
switch in the activation process [60].

(2) The hydrophobic core. In the majority of family A
receptors, a number of highly conserved hydrophobic
residues (i.e. L2.46, I3.40, L3.43, W4.50, P5.50, Y5.58, I6.40, V6.41,
F6.44, W6.48, P6.50, P7.50, and Y7.53, illustrated in Figs 1
and 2A for human A2AR) cluster in the transmembrane
interior and serve to hold together the receptor
through hydrophobic interactions. Activation results

predominantly in a rearrangement of Transmembrane III,
TM5, TM6, and TM7, resulting in formation of a cytosolic G
protein binding cleft, and a more extensive water
network [64].

(3) Sodium-water network. A2AR, the d-opioid receptor,
PAR1 protease activated receptor, and the b1-adrenergic
receptor all reveal a conserved Na+-binding site near the
orthosteric pocket, which plays an integral role in
stabilizing a functionally inactive conformational state
[57, 70–72]. Moreover, the 1.8 Å X-ray crystal structure of
A2AR (PDB-4EIY) also reveals an extensive network of
bound waters in the inactive crystal structure [57]. It has
been recently proposed that activation by binding of an
agonist, may dislodge sodium from this water-sodium
network, resulting in the egress of sodium to the cytosolic
domain [73]. Under such circumstances, it is possible that
the receptor utilizes the free energy associated with the
sodium concentration gradient to help propel
activation [73].

(4) NPXXY motif and toggle switch. Interactions between
TM7 and TM6 are particularly important in the activation
process. Generally, N7.49 and P7.50 establish key inter-
actions with TM6 in the inactive state. In the case of A2AR,
ribose units from the bound agonist interact directly with
TM7 residues to facilitate activation, resulting in reorien-
tation and bending of TM6 around the P6.50 rotameric
hinge and a concomitant reorientation of Y7.53, such that
TM6 is sterically stabilized in the active pose [60].

As shown in the overlay of X-ray crystal structures of
inactive and G-protein bound forms of A2AR in Fig. 2B, there
are many discernible structural features associated with
activation, in particular in the vicinity of the G-protein binding
cleft created by rearrangement of TM3-7. For the most part,
there is little change in secondary structure and the most
glaring differences relate to changes in sidechain packing,
particularly in the vicinity of the hydrophobic cluster defined
above, where water networks are seen to establish a unique
topology. Differences in structure can be discerned by 19F NMR
which is uniquely suited to the study of receptor states, due
largely to the sensitivity of the CF3 moiety to subtle differences
in electrostatics and/or van der Waals environments, as
discussed below.

The inactive and active state X-ray crystal structures of
A2AR are shown in Fig. 2B. While the above local motifs
represent key facets associated with the activation process,
the receptor is more appropriately described as a weakly
coupled system, meaning that binding of agonist does not
guarantee that the active state is fully achieved [7, 36, 74, 75].
Rather, the activation energy barrier associated with many of
the above micro-switches is such that local conformational
excursions transiently capture features of the active state of
the receptor, even in the absence of agonist. The GPCR is
innately dynamic and consists of an ensemble of interconvert-
ing conformers [76–80]. Moreover, given the extensive
interaction network associated with A2AR in terms of Gs,
b-arrestin, specific cytosolic accessory proteins, and both the
dopamine and glutamate receptors, we would expect the
cytosolic C-terminal domain of A2AR to adopt an even more
dynamic ensemble of conformations where much of the

�
Ballesteros-Weinstein numbering scheme. See Ballesteros, J.A.&

Weinstein, H. Methods Neurosci. 25, 366–428 (1995).
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C-terminus may be more aptly described as intrinsically
disordered in the absence of appropriate interaction partners.
These conformers would facilitate interactions with these
diverse protein partners allowing for multiple signal trans-
duction pathways. Clearly, ligands might be imagined to alter
the free energy landscape and bias the ensemble toward
specific interactions and signaling outcomes [2, 43, 81]. This
ensemble perspective and the role of the ligand in the
activation process is discussed below in the context of two
classic models for protein-ligand and protein-protein inter-
actions: conformational selection and induced fit, for which
there are many excellent reviews [82–91].

Receptor activation is a dynamic
cooperative process where key
intermediates are frequently sampled

Figure 3A illustrates both the induced fit and conformational
selection mechanisms as they apply to GPCR activation. In the

case of conformational selection, we desig-
nate two conformers, R and R�, whose free
energies are such that the inactive conformer,
R, would be expected to dominate the
equilibrium. The active-like conformer, R�,
is depicted here to be compatiblewith agonist
and at the same time, G protein. The
conformational selection model posits that
the weakly populated, higher energy R� state
is responsible for recognizing and binding
agonist, whereupon the equilibrium shifts
toward the active state and an encounter with
a G-protein would then result in its binding
and activation. In contrast, in the induced-fit
model, the R� state is adopted only after
interaction with ligand. The corresponding
free energy diagram in Fig. 3B recapitulates
the notion that the active conformers, S3 and
S3’, adopt an equilibrium with the inactive S1
and S2 states, where the relative populations
of conformers are dictated by the appropriate
Boltzmann factors associated with each state.
Here, we also ascribe a surface roughness to
the free energy landscape of the receptor
either with or without ligand, to designate
subtle local lower energy conformational
excursions that might more aptly be referred
to as sub-states.

Complete activation of the receptor is
envisaged to involve thousands of atoms,
including both receptor and bound water
molecules. In analogy with protein fold-

ing, there must be a significant degree of cooperativity
associated with the activation process in order that the R
and R� states can be sampled and interconvert on a
meaningful timescale. Thus, microswitches and dynamic
hotspots discussed above, enable localized cooperative
conformational excursions which ultimately sample key
functional states along the signal transduction pathway,
even in the absence of ligand. At some level, conforma-
tional selection and induced fit may both be involved at
some portion of the activation pathway. The key point here
is that interconversion between functional intermediate
states, is enabled through cooperative dynamic processes
and that this sampling occurs to some degree even in the
absence of agonist for ligand activated receptors. Of
course, the representative ensemble of the receptor may
well be described by more than two states, as suggested in
Fig. 3B, which in light of the numerous interactions and
signaling pathways previously defined for A2AR, would not
be surprising. Spectroscopic studies in our lab have thus
far involved a truncation mutant (A2AR 2-317) in which the
bulk of the disordered C-terminal tail is excluded. While
this is advantageous in terms of focusing on the activation
process through Gs, the role of the C-terminal domain in
dictating additional interactions and signal pathways
remains to be studied. To elaborate on the conformational
ensemble and consider the role of conformational selec-
tion in the activation process, we have thus far made use of
19F NMR, as described below.

Figure 2. A: Structure of human A2AR in the inactive state, showing
the organization of conserved hydrophobic residues (ball and stick
perspective; red), and the Naþ-water network shown as spheres.
B: Overlay of the inactive (green) and active (blue) conformations of
A2AR, determined by X-ray crystallography, highlighting key residues
(red) known to adopt interactions with the engineered mini-Gs
protein.
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Via 19F NMR, distinct conformers can be
identified in addition to their exchange
rates. These experiments provide the
basis for defining a free energy
landscape description of the receptor.

High resolution crystal structures of the inactive and active
G-protein-bound A2A receptor, overlayed in Fig. 2B, reveal a
wealth of structural features that uniquely define these key
functional endpoints. While secondary structure is essentially
left intact, the most discernible changes relate to long range
rearrangements of TM3, TM5, and in particular, TM6 and TM7
which establish the G protein binding cleft [57–60]. Thus, via
judiciously chosen cysteine labeling sites and corresponding
thiol-specific tags, it is possible to employ biophysical
methods such as BRET, FRET, or pulsed EPR (DEER) to
characterize conformers or states through measurements of
inter-residue distances or distance distributions. Intramolec-
ular distances of 10–80 Å can be measured by these methods,
where DEER has the advantage that relatively small non-
perturbing tags can be employed [37, 44, 92]. Alternatively,
specific conformers may be characterized by 19F NMR, which
would typically employ thiol-specific trifluoromethyl tags
[43, 93]. 19F NMR has the advantage that the chemical shift is
highly sensitive to electrostatics and/or van der Waals

environments [93]. Since the active state crystal structure is
distinguished by repacking of several TM domains and the
invagination of water, the chemical shift provides a sensitive
readout of the receptor state. Prior work made use of residue-
specific topological features (exposed surface area, polar
surface area, and chemical shift prediction algorithms) to
assess labeling sites for A2AR [69]. Note that a number of
regions in TM6 and TM7 exhibit promising differences in polar
surface area, which would be expected to be reflected in
corresponding 19F NMR spectra. These predictions can then be
vetted for cysteine mutagenesis and tagging, while generally
avoiding highly conserved residues deemed important for fold
stability. Based on such predictions, V229C and C289C
mutations were selected to evaluate activation intermediates
of A2AR by 19F NMR.

Figure 4 compares corresponding 19F NMR spectra of A2AR,
in which a 19F-tag (4-trifluoromethyl-phenyl-acetamide) has
been specifically applied to V229C on TM6 (left column) and to
A289C on TM7 (right column). The deconvolved spectra
associatedwith TM6 provide a quantitative estimate of distinct
states which we associate with the inactive crystal structure
(S12) and the active state crystal structure (S3’) in addition to an
activation intermediate, (S3), which is observed to be
stabilized by partial agonist. Note that the assigned states,
S1–2, S3, and S3’, whose corresponding 19F NMR shifts appear
progressively upfield, are consistent with the expectation that
progressively activated states associated with TM6 are more
solvent exposed, in keeping with 19F NMR chemical shift
trends [94]. Similarly, the addition of agonist increases the
intensity of the leftmost 19F NMR resonance associated with
TM7 (right column in Fig. 4), which is believed to be more
buried through activation. The relative areas in these spectra
provide a quantitative estimate of the population of these
conformers, which interconvert on a long millisecond
timescale, based on 19F NMR saturation transfer experi-
ments [69]. These experiments demonstrate that the receptor
adopts a complex ensemble of functional states, whose
relative populations and exchange rates respond to ligand and
allosteric agents.

While the ensemble perspective is key to our understand-
ing of receptor activation and response to ligands, it is also

Figure 3. A: Conformational selection versus induced fit interaction
models. Ligand binding is shown to either induce or trigger the
formation of the active (R�) state or, as suggested by the
conformational selection model, both R and R� coexist and the
ligand merely binds to R�, thereby increasing its stability and shifting
the equilibrium. B: Free energy landscape representation of the A2A

receptor. The solid (blue) line depicts the free energy profile of the
apo receptor where two inactive states (S1 and S2) are designated
by local free energy minima, while S3 and S30 define key active
states, identified by recent 19F NMR studies. A fully active state, S4,
specific to the receptor-G protein complex, is suggested to be
distinct from either S3 or S30. Ligands bias both states and specific
exchange rates as suggested by the free energy diagrams. Note
that the landscape is also imagined to exhibit some surface
roughness, which would be characterized by faster local reorienta-
tions, within the defined states.
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important to recognize the limitations of the current results.
NMR experiments on A2AR are often performed over a period of
weeks, particularly when relaxation experiments andmultiple
ligands are involved. Currently, the bulk of our solution state
NMR experiments are performed in detergent micelles, using a
mixture of cholesteryl hemisuccinate (CHS) and lauryl
maltose neopentyl glycol (MNG-3). The maltose neopentyl
glycol class of detergents have been previously shown to
confer significantly higher fold stability to reconstituted
membrane receptors [35, 95]. Prior biophysical measurements
also showed that A2AR stability and activation was signifi-
cantly improved in micelle mixtures consisting of dodecyl
maltoside and the soluble cholesterol analog, CHS [96]. We
have, therefore, adopted this procedure and generally make
use of a fivefold excess of MNG-3 to CHS when reconstituting
A2AR in micelles. Thus, while in our hands these micelle
mixtures provide superior sample stability and reproducibil-
ity, it is certainly possible that the balance of conformers seen
in mixed micelles may well be different from that in native
membranes. Finally, we note that CHS may also be playing a
role of both stabilizing the receptor through the detergent
milieu and binding to the orthosteric pocket of the receptor. A
recent study of A2AR and cholesterol showed that cholesterol
appeared to be binding the receptor in the orthosteric pocket
and stabilizing a state likened to a rhodopsin activation
intermediate [97]. Recent NMR studies in our lab suggest a
close correspondence between the metarhodopsin IIa state
and what we refer to as S3, identified above in Fig. 3B. Thus, it
is possible that the 19F NMR spectrum of A2AR in the so-called
apo state may well have been saturated with the cholesterol
analog, CHS, thereby giving rise to a disproportionate fraction
of the metarhodopsin IIa (S3) state. This would also explain

why relatively high levels of inverse agonist,
partial agonist, and full agonist were needed
to reach saturation in the recent 19F NMR
study of A2AR [69]. Nevertheless, the obser-
vation of distinct functional states as a
function of ligand along with measurements
of interconversion rates between these
states, forms a useful platform to investigate
mechanistic underpinnings of receptor acti-
vation processes and pharmacological phe-
nomena such as inverse agonism and
efficacy.

Reflecting on a multistate
ensemble: What
representative states can so
far be identified by 19F NMR

In our current studies, we designate two
inactive states which are distinguished by
the presence or absence of an ionic lock,
bridging TM3 and TM6 through a salt link, as

discussed above. Prior 19F NMR CPMG relaxation dispersion
experiments suggested that the ionic lock flickers on and off
on a lowmillisecond timescale in the case of the apo or inverse
agonist-stabilized b-adrenoreceptor [37]. In preliminary
19F NMR CPMG dispersion measurements on A2AR, a similar,
if not slower exchange process between ionic lock states
seems to take place. Fast exchange between these two inactive
states (i.e. S1 and S2) gives rise to a single averaged resonance,
which in A2AR is designated as S12. Two distinct activation
intermediates, S3, and S30, can also be resolved in the apo and
agonist-stabilized states. Moreover, known partial agonists
are observed to preferentially stabilize S3 while full agonists
stabilize S30. In agreement with observations on rhodopsin,
decreasing the pH, enhances the S30 population, which is
consistent with protonation of D3.49, associated with the
activation process. Though this remains to be fully confirmed,
S3 and S30 can be likened to the metarhodopsin II states
observed upon photoactivation of rhodopsin. Interconversion
rates between inactive and active states of A2AR are believed to
be on the 100–300ms timescale, based on saturation transfer
experiments [69], suggesting relatively high activation energy
barriers between functional states, S12, S3, and S30.

While both S3 and S30 conformers are capable of binding G-
protein, we hypothesize that complexation with G-protein
may induce a distinct fully active state, whichwe refer to as S4,
in keeping with NMR and crystallography studies of other
class A receptors [37]. Finally, we note that the chemical shift
differences between S12, S3, and S30 are consistent with the
formation of a solvent exposed G-protein binding cleft, which
would typically give rise to more upfield shifts [98]. This leads
us to conclude that the cleft established by partial agonist is
less pronounced than that promoted by full agonist. In
keeping with these chemical shift trends, we observe two
19F NMR resonances associated with a trifluoromethyl tag at
TM7 (A289C), where the most downfield resonance is
promoted through activation. This is consistent with the

Figure 4. Comparison of 19F NMR spectra of A2AR, labeled at
either V229C or A289C (TM6 or TM7), as a function of ligand (i.e.
inverse agonist, agonist, and agonist plus allosteric activator).
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shifting of the ensemble to an active state in which the
cytosolic end of TM7 becomes more buried as has been
suggested by crystal structures of the active state of A2AR and
b2AR.

There are many commonalities between
A2AR and visual rhodopsin

The effects of partial agonist, full agonist, and agonist plus
peptide derived from the C-terminal end of the alpha subunit
of the G-protein are also qualitatively represented by the
energy landscape profiles in Fig. 3B. The states identified in
this current ensemble description are remarkably similar to
those described earlier in studies of activation intermediates
associated with rhodopsin [44]. The most striking feature of
A2AR, in contrast to rhodopsin, is simply the coexistence of
these states in an ensemble, where the balance of states is
delicately controlled by ligand. Clearly rhodopsin activation
must be tightly regulated by photoactivation of retinal,
whereas an ensemble of states for a ligand activated receptor
such as A2AR, is needed to give rise to a variety of complex
signal outcomes such as basal activation, inverse agonism,
biased pathways, partial agonism, transactivation via hetero-
dimerization with other GPCRs and G-protein independent
signaling.

How does conformational selection
change our understanding of receptor
activation processes?

This multistate ensemble perspective neglects the extent to
which activation events are concerted. Until such time that
spectroscopic studies are conducted on multiple domains in
the receptor and the extent of correlation is evaluated, we can
only speculate on the degree of cooperativity associated with
activation. However, the observation that even a full agonist
does not result in a single fully active state suggests that
ligand activated GPCRs represent relatively weakly coupled
systems [37]. Experiments in our lab also show cooperative
effects of agonist in combination with G protein and cations in
achieving fully active states.

The conventional notion of GPCR activation involves a
linear cascade of events beginning with most inactive to
active. While this is certainly one possible activation pathway,
the existence of an ensemble consisting of multiple states,
spanning the range of inactive to active as we have seen in the
case of A2AR, suggests that activation is more complex, as is
the role of the ligand. It is clear that the addition of ligand will
not only remodel the ensemble and preferentially stabilize
specific states but also alter the activation barriers between
states and the corresponding lifetimes of states. In most cases,
the apo receptor is expected to undergo the greatest range of
conformational excursions, where both unproductive states
and functional states are sampled. Indeed, the activation
energy barriers of many of the key microswitches identified
above are such that transient local activation events are likely
frequent. However, as the receptor may be regarded as weakly

coupled, interconversion between functional states nonethe-
less involves cooperative rearrangements of many atoms
associated with the protein and bound water molecules, and
the collective activation of numerous micro-switches dis-
cussed above. Thus, the ligand takes on a key role of
establishing additional constraints in the vicinity of the
binding site, thereby perturbing the reorientational degrees of
freedom at the G protein binding domain. Allosteric
transmission or equivalently, rigidity-transmission, biases
receptor dynamics so that functional states along the specific
signal transduction pathway are more frequently visited and
are further stabilized so as to exhibit longer lifetimes, thereby
increasing the probability of G protein coupling and
activation.

Conformational selection is a ubiquitous mechanism
associated with protein-ligand and protein-protein interac-
tions and activation. Its prevalence likely originates from the
fact that activation processes involve a significant number of
atoms and thus, a significant number of degrees of freedom.
Not unlike protein folding, a degree of cooperativity in the
activation process is needed to achieve transitions from
inactive to activation intermediate states on a meaningful
timescale. Microswitches, which involve local clusters of
residues which participate in activation events, become key to
the overall receptor activation process, and sampling of active
states.

Conclusions and future directions

Figure 5 illustrates some of the main ideas associated with
GPCRs and the activation process. Key functional states are
observed to be sampled by the receptor through locally
cooperative processes (micro-switches), although on the
whole, the receptor is weakly coupled in the apo state.
Addition of a specific ligand, as exemplified by an agonist,
serves to allosterically restrict the overall degrees of freedom
at the G-protein binding interface and bias both states and
functional dynamics to facilitate G-protein binding and
subsequent activation. While the ligand does not necessarily
“induce” activation, it does bias sampling of states, increase

Figure 5. Cartoon representation of the GPCR ensemble, showing
the apo receptor, where key domains are suggested to sample
multiple conformations. The addition of agonist restricts this ensem-
ble and biases dynamics toward binding and activation of G-protein.
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the cooperativity of the activation process and thus, the
lifetimes of functional activation intermediates, while restrict-
ing conformational dynamics to that needed for activation. We
note that the ideas regarding receptor activation and
conformational selection apply equally to other signaling
pathways in receptors. In future, detailed spectroscopic
approaches that provide a more comprehensive readout of
intermediate states and their dynamic excursions throughout
the receptor, will be helpful to understand cooperativity and
allostery and the role of the ligand in activation process.

X-ray crystallography has greatly advanced our under-
standing of the activation process associated with ligand
activated GPCRs. However, spectroscopic studies have identi-
fied key intermediates and details on the conformational
ensemble and associated dynamics that help us to understand
activation processes. This also has consequences to the drug
discovery processwhich is typically foundedupon thedesignof
competitive inhibitors which target well-defined states (i.e.
active or inactive). The targeting of an intermediate may well
represent a better strategy for avoiding off-target effects, or
achieving a specific functional bias and spectroscopic methods
could clearly be employed to parse the effects of lead
compounds on the receptor ensemble. Future NMR studies
which in principle provide atomic resolution of GPCRs will be
key to understanding the role of microswitches, cooperativity
associated with GPCR activation, and allosteric pathways.
19F NMR has proven to be very successful in delineating
conformational states and functional dynamics. Spectroscopic
methods, such as FRET and DEER, which provide quantitative
measurements of long-range distances will play a key role in
understanding receptoractivationprocesses.Additionalexperi-
ments that provide a survey of dynamics throughout the
receptor will provide much needed insight into the conforma-
tional ensemble and associated dynamics.
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